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Between the huge skyscrapers and the sky-
bridges, the streets in Atlanta surely provide 
us a different, colorful environment with a 
slight touch of art every now and then. It was 
amazing that art can be found everywhere 
and with different techniques.

With the evolution of the additive manufac-
turing process, now 3D printing and Imag-
ing is used for a whole new approach: Art. 
Artists can take advantage of these tools 
to create sculptures, contemporary art and 
even fashion.
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Nice sculpture (not made by additive manufacturing process)
at Atlanta’s Underground center

Sculpture at Peachtree st., 
downtown Atlanta
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View from skybridge
in downtown Atlanta



Trade Show

Rapid presented on 2012 the Contem-
porary Art Gallery with creative works 
from different artists using additive 
technologies, and as they quote 
“…This new, high-speed, on-demand 
medium allows the impossible to be 
possible from the finite barriers of re-
production for a single artist, to the un-
limited reproductions of artists' works. 
This new artistic medium will provide 
an economic boon to the artists them-
selves, as well as to the additive man-
ufacturing industry as a whole.” 
(www.rapid.sme.org)
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Laplacian Growth by Nervous System

Laplacian Growth by Nervous System Mara The Lion Tamer by Lindsay Holloway

Lavalume by Brent R. Lang
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Leaving the shade by Shane Pennington

Lost dog, found by Heather Gorham

Untitled by Peter Rand

IN the Garden by Chris Lattanzio
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Twist by Shawn Smith

House Party by Liz Kerrigan

Daisy by Mark Bloomfield

The Knight of Levis by Charles-Olivier Roy
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Envisiontec
As you can see, rapid prototyping 
techniques has been applied into 
different fields, like movies. In 
the picture you see the prototype 
made by Envisiontec for the char-
acter of the movie “The Pirates! 
In an Adventure with Scientists!”. 
They choose this technology 
(rapid prototyping) for its pro-
duction efficiency in model mak-
ing (they needed to make over 
20,000 mouth replacements) and 
accuracy (for the different mouth 
replacements fit into the charac-
ter’s head)
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3DSYSTEMS

Dinsmore

Materialise
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on 3D Scanning, Prototyping 
and Imaging


